• player II needs to maintain local equivalence between states • player I or II lose when stuck winning strategies for player II: 
and further classical model-theoretic consequences:
• bisimulation invariance/preservation (!)
• tree model property of modal logics (!!)
• Hennessy-Milner thms for saturated structures
• classical expressive completeness proofs (van Benthem) • tuples in relational database
• clusters of variables in CSP and conjunctive queries 
with hyperedges generated by subsets [a] ⊆ A for a ∈ R A , R ∈ τ closed under subsets & singleton sets hypergraph terminology:
• H = (A, S), S ⊆ P(A) the set of hyperedges 
single round, challenge/response:
II loses when stuck the hypergraph bisimulation game
single round, challenge/response: guarded bisimulation and GF the guarded Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé thm
in striking analogy with ML, find:
• finite model property and decidability
• generalised tree model property (Grädel)
• invariance/preservation under guarded bisimulation
FO/∼ ≡ ML (classically and fmt)
i.e., equivalent for ϕ(x) ∈ FO: group G with involutive generators e ∈ E induces homogeneous regular graph on vertex set G with edges (g , g · e)
of girth N: no short generator sequence representing 1 ∈ G available from group action on suitable E-coloured graphs N-acyclic covers by products:
natural products (V , E ) ⊗ G with Cayley graphs of girth N and involutive generators e ∈ E provide N-acyclic coverings
hypergraph homomorphism (locally bijective onŝ ∈Ŝ, forth) with back-property:
for s = π(ŝ) and t ∈ S there ist ∈Ŝ such that π(ŝ ∩t) = s ∩ t hypergraph acyclicity: several equivalent characterisations examples & limitations the facets of the 3-simplex/tetrahedron uniform width 3 hypergraph on 4 vertices
• finite coverings cannot be 1-locally acyclic
• admits locally finite coverings without short chordless cycles
• also admits simple finite 5-acyclic covering in which every induced sub-configuration on up to 5 vertices is acyclic example ctd a locally finite covering of the tetrahedron acyclicity in Cayley group(oid)s, strengthened e.g., for G with generators e ∈ E :
• large girth (no short generator cycles): e 1 • e 2 • · · · • e k = 1 for small k
• stronger notion (no short coset cycles):
for colour classes α k ⊆ E such that corresponding cosets locally overlap without shortcuts 
